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A Tribute to the Great Scientist, A.P.J Abdul Kalam 
 

A.P.J. Abdul Kalam was born to Jainulabdeen and Ashiamma on 

October 15, 1931. He came from a family whose financial conditions 

weren’t sound enough. As a means to support his family’s major 

income, Kalam took up odd jobs in his childhood but never gave up on 

his education. 

He graduated from Saint Joseph's College, Tiruchirappalli in 1954 but 

not satisfied with his degree, he left for Madras later next year to 

study aerospace engineering. He enrolled at the Madras Institute of 

Technology (MIT). 

After graduating from MIT, Kalam took up the position of chief 

scientist at the Aeronautical Development Establishment of Defense 

Research and Development Organization (DRDO). However, the profile 

didn’t appeal Kalam much who shifted to the Indian Space Research 

Organization (ISRO) where he was the project director of India's first 

indigenous Satellite Launch Vehicle 

His years at the ISRO were the most crucial ones, as they left a lasting 

impact on him. Dr. Kalam lead many projects and turned out to be 

successful each time 

A milestone was achieved when locally built Rohini-1 was launched 
into space, using the SLV rocket. Upon watching the raving success of 
Kalam, the government agreed for initiation of an advanced missile 
program under his directorship.  
 
He played a pivotal role in developing missiles under the missions Agni 
and Prithvi. 
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Dr. Kalam was the Chief Executive of the Integrated Guided Missile 
Development Program (I.G.M.D.P) which researched in 
simultaneous development of a quiver of missiles instead of taking 
planned missiles one by one. 
 
Dr. Kalam succeeded K. R. Narayan to serve as the 11th President of 
India from 2002 until 2007. It was a highly one-sided contest. With 
his appointment, Kalam became the first scientist and first ever 
bachelor to occupy the Rastrapati Bhawan. 

 
 

In addition to all the profiles that Dr. Kalam held, he authored 

numerous influential and inspirational books. Amongst all his books, 

“India 2020” was the widely read and appreciated one. It forecast 

an action plan which advocated India turning into a knowledge 

superpower and as one of the developed nations of the world by 

the year 2020. His other books include, “Ignited Minds”, “Mission 

India”, “Inspiring Thoughts” and “The Luminous Sparks”. 

 
Dr. Kalam was the proud recipient of honorary doctorates from 40 
universities.  
 

In addition to this, Kalam's 79th birthday was recognised as World 
Students' Day by United Nations. 
 

Dr. Abdul Kalam passed away at Bethany Hospital, Shillong, 

Meghalaya, due to heart failure after having collapsed during a 

lecture at Indian Institute of Management, Shillong. 
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Introducing Windows 10 
Windows 10 is highly anticipated for a variety of reasons, including it brings a 
great deal more sanity to the unmitigated mess of Windows 8, and it does not 
require a third-party utility to make it usable for a natural (or a classic, 
depending on who you ask) desktop workflow. 

However, the underlying operating system (OS) that a user runs is becoming 
an afterthought. The primary focus for many users is on the web -- as such, 
the availability of browsers and day-to-day productivity software is more 
relevant to end users than the old era of buying boxed software in stores. 

When Microsoft releases Windows 10 next week it will be far from the first 
glimpse of the operating system. The OS has grown up in public, with early 
builds of Windows 10 made available from October last year as part of the 
Windows Insider Program. 

Using feedback from more than five million testers, Microsoft tweaked and 
added to the operating system - which today looks and feels quite different to 
the initial release. 

This is how Windows 10 evolved from a prototype to the OS that will be 
available. The first build of Windows 10 may have looked quite different, but 
it did feature the reassuring return of the Start menu. 

Microsoft is hoping that reinstating the old favorite of Windows owners - 
whose disappearance in favor of a tile-based Start screen caused 
consternation in Windows 8 - will win back disgruntled users. 

Microsoft famously described Windows 10 as "the last version of Windows". 

Unlike its predecessors, Windows 10 isn't expected to be superseded by a 
new release but rather upgraded over time, with Microsoft bolting on new 
features via regular updates - which home users won't be able to refuse. 

That means even if you don't like Windows 10 now it should get better over 
time. That's good news - as, at present, Windows 10 seems more like an 
operating system with promise, rather than a must-have. Of course, many of 
these criticisms should be tempered by the fact Windows 10 is free to the 
vast majority of users. As widely covered, anyone running Windows 7 or 8.1 
will qualify for a free upgrade to Windows 10, which, providing they meet the 
system requirements, will be available via Windows Update. 
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Google Cloud Bigtable 

Google just introduced Google Cloud Bigtable, a fully managed, high-

performance, extremely scalable NoSQL database service accessible through 
the industry-standard, open-source Apache HBase API.  

The Google Cloud Bigtable service is powered by its on Bigtable, the same 
NoSQL database that drives nearly all of Google’s largest applications. The 
cloud service is designed for large organizations that are concerned about 

heavy data loads, high performance and a huge volume of data. Currently, the 
service is available as a beta release only. 

Bigtable is a distributed storage system for managing structured data that is 

designed to scale to a very large size: petabytes of data across thousands of 
commodity servers. Many projects at Google store data in Bigtable, including 

web indexing, Google Earth, and Google Finance. These applications place 
very different demands on Bigtable, both in terms of data size (from URLs to 
web pages to satellite imagery) and latency requirements (from backend bulk 

processing to real-time data serving). Despite these varied demands, Bigtable 
has successfully provided a flexible, high-performance solution for all of these 

Google products. In this paper we describe the simple data model provided by 
Bigtable, which gives clients dynamic control over data layout and format, and 

we describe the design and implementation of Bigtable. 

Bigtable has been used by Google for the past 10 years for many applications 
and the HBase API used with the service is a industry-standard interface for 

combined operational and analytical workloads. Companies including 
SunGard, Pythain, CCRi, and Telit have already partnered with Google to 
provide solutions and services focusing on a cloud Bigtable. 

The following are some of the key points of Cloud Bigtable: 

Unmatched Performance 

Single-digit millisecond latency and over 2X the performance per dollar of 
unmanaged NoSQL alternatives. 

http://www.google.co.in/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCPjc8cLWgscCFcKtpgody2EBTA&url=http://www.hngn.com/articles/90176/20150506/google-offers-large-data-storage-with-google-cloud-bigtable.htm&ei=YgC6VfijFMLbmgXLw4XgBA&psig=AFQjCNEYCUALsg_euSjuESUUbMmJBiwjMg&ust=1438339506391983
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Open Source Interface 

Because Cloud Bigtable is accessed through the HBase API, it is natively 

integrated with much of the existing big data and Hadoop ecosystem and 
supports Google’s big data products. Additionally, data can be imported from, 
or exported to, existing HBase clusters through simple bulk ingestion tools 

using industry-standard formats.  

Low Cost 

By providing a fully managed service and exceptional efficiency, Cloud 

Bigtable’s total cost of ownership is less than half the cost of its direct 
competition. 

Security 

Cloud Bigtable is built with a replicated storage strategy, and all data is 

encrypted both in-flight and at rest. 

Simplicity 

Creating or reconfiguring a Cloud Bigtable cluster is done through a simple user 

interface and can be completed in less than 10 seconds. As data is put into a 
Cloud Bigtable the backing storage scales automatically, so there’s no need to 
do complicated estimates of capacity requirements. 
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Digital India Week from 2nd July to 7th July, 2015 at I.T.S, Ghaziabad 

   

The digital India campaign of the magnitude envisioned by the Prime Minister requires social mobilization and 

participation of educational institutions to transform in reality, especially the institutions of higher learning which 

can play a major catalytic role in achieving this laudable goal. Digital India Programme aims to transform India into a 

digitally empowered society and knowledge economy. Digital India Programme not only aims to make all citizens 

digitally illiterate and bring internet and e-governance to all sections of society but also focuses on transformative 

realization of Indian talents (IT) by integrating with Information Technology (IT) to build India Tomorrow (IT). The 

program focuses on three key visioned areas: 

- Infrastructure as a utility to every citizen 

- Governance and services on demand 

- Digital empowerment of citizens 

As an academic institution we do realize our role in publisizing and promoting various policies, projects and 

initiatives of this program through engaging our students, faculty and staff members. With this objective, 

Department of I.T at the institute celebrated “Digital India Week” during 2nd July to 7th July, 2015.  

On this occasion Mr. Tarun Nehra, National Operations Manager, Tcs, Noida and Mr. Mudit Mathur, regional 

Operations Manager also addressed on various initiatives, career prospects and industry expectations. Apart from 

this Dr. Sunil Kr. Pandey, Director(IT) addressed on “Initiatives of Digital India Programe-Policies and Projects”, Prof. 

Puja Dhar, Coordinator-MCA talked about “ ICT in Higher & Technical Education “, Dr. Umang covered different 

modes of Service delivery and Paradigm shift from E-Services to M-Services where as Prof. Sauresh Mehrotra 

presented a detailed discussion on various dimensions of cyber security including threats and counters and cyber 

hygiene factor. 

During the week number of students of MCA programme made presentations on related themes that included e-

waste, cyber security, applications of ICT, Role of ICT in social upliftment etc. On this occasion the application like 

Digital lockers-its uses, importance and creation were also discussed and demonstrated. Apart from this various 

services pertaining to public domain, common interest, health care, hospitality and education were also discussed 

and demonstrated. The event was attended by all IT Faculty members and students of MCA. 

Happening @ Department of I.T in the month of July, 2015 
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Placement & Value Added Modules for MCA V Semester Students   

With an objective to sensitize our MCA final year students with the Industry expectations & requirements 

and to help them in preparing themselves for the upcoming placement drives, Department of I.T, I.T.S, 

Ghaziabad organized four weeks Value Added Modules, covering the important dimensions of campus 

recruitment some important sessions of Data Structure, UML, Java, Android, Wordpress, Dot Net, 

Networking, DBMS, Reasoning, Communication Skills, Group Discussions and Mock Interviews was 

planned and is being conducted by SDC. The participation of students has been good inspite of making it 

completely obsolete & choice basis. These Modules will be constituted till 25th July, 2015. 

The details of Value Added Modules are as follows: 

Module  Faculty 

UML Dr. Rabins Porwal 

Android Prof. Abhay Ray & Prof. Rakesh Roshan 

Java Prof. K.P.Singh/ Prof. Gaurav Midha & Prof. Rakesh Roshan 

Dot Net Prof. Abhay Ray & Prof. Smita Kansal 

WordPress Prof. Varun Arora & Prof. Smita Kansal 

Data Structure  Dr. Rabins Porwal 

Communication Prof. Chandra Mani Sharma 

Apptitude & Reasoning  Dr.Rajeev Kumar 

GD & Mock Interviews Prof. Abhay N. Tripathi 
 

 

  

Happening @ Department of I.T in the month of July, 2015 
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Our Shining Stars of MCA 

  
 

Ascomp Technologies Pvt. Ltd. 

           

Synergy Software Ltd.  

                

 

Morpheme WebNexus Pvt. Ltd. 

                    
 

Rahul Singh Rajat Sharma 

Abhishek Chaudhary Atul Rai Jyant Tyagi Karan Gauba Parul Tyagi Shweta Suman 

Amar Kumar Mitali Chauhan Sumesh Subash Kumar 

http://www.google.co.in/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRxqFQoTCIGvzobshMcCFY0ejgod3xkODQ&url=http://depletedcranium.com/congradulations-anti-vaxers-you-killed-a-baby/&ei=ZCO7VYHtO429uATfs7ho&psig=AFQjCNFAeOtRfqMNGyx9ZqhshM-ulRQP7w&ust=1438413986702824
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Disclaimer: 

VIBRANCE, an e-magazine is just a compilation of news, articles from various sources like websites, journals, news 

papers and magazines and hence no personal analysis is being done by the members. Editors would not be responsible 

for any undertakings. 

Announcement and Contact Details 

VIBRANCE is an E-magazine of Department of I.T, I.T.S, Ghaziabad. We look forward to the 

contribution from our students, alumni, faculty members and industry experts. 

Contributors are advised to send their contribution to our editorial team at: 
Faculty Advisor: 

Prof. Puja Dhar    pujadhar@its.edu.in   

Student Editors: 
Atul Rai-MCA-2nd yr.  atulrai.lt2014@its.edu.in  
Rahul Pant- MCA- 2nd yr.  rahulpant.lt2014@its.edu.in  

 
 
 


